Meeting Minutes – June 11, 2015
Public Safety Building Committee
Attending the meeting are committee members Mark Tocci, Carol McLeod, Eric Shears, Rick
Pinciaro, Bob Sinibaldi, Ralph Spencer and Richard LeSavoy.
Also attending was Sarah Shelly from Project Dog
Meeting commenced at 6:30 PM
Carol made a motion to approve the minutes from the March 26th meeting. Bob seconded the
motion and the minutes were approved unanimously.
•
•
•
•
•

The committee received 11 proposals as a result of the electronic bidding process.
We received two files from Project Dog. One is the “technical proposal” file and the
second is the “pricing” file. The pricing file will not be opened and held securely by Eric
Shears.
Chief Shears offered a “checklist” document designed to assist in an initial review of the
content items each proposal is required to have.
The committee agreed that the thumb drive containing the 11 technical proposals will
be duplicated and provided to each committee member.
The committee then opened the technical proposals drive and reviewed each of the
eleven proposals for required content. Ten of the eleven proposals contained all of the 8
non pricing content requirements. One proposal included the pricing with the technical
proposal which resulted in their disqualification.

The goal for our next meeting is for the committee to begin grading the evaluation criteria in an
effort to narrow the candidate proposals to the top three. We agreed that each committee
member will provide a grade using the point system for each evaluation criteria for each
proposal. The results will then be discussed to arrive at a consensus.
The committee discussed the likelihood that the time frame will be extended from the March
26 meeting estimate. We expect we will need the next two meetings at least to identify the top
proposals and then schedule interviews.
The next meeting of the committee will be on Thursday, June 18 in the firehouse conference
room at 6:30 PM
The meeting adjourned at approximately 8:15 PM

